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Want to enjoy a wider variety of food while you’re camping? Would you like to learn how?Do you
want to learn how to build a campfire?This book will walk you through the process.Would you
like to learn how to make your camping trip easier by doing some prep in advance?Take a look
at the Table of Contents below and you’ll see the great variety of recipes, tips and techniques in
this book. It's so HUGE that I could only share part of it with you.If you’ve never camped with
your kids there are a lot of tips and fun food making camping more manageable with them. You’ll
find food they can cook themselves on a stick because kids love to participate in their food. You’ll
also find things to do with them to introduce them to the experience of camping before they
leave the safety of home.This book isn’t just for camping with your kids though. You’ll find lots of
good things for the grown-ups too.Kate Rosetti has lots of experience with different types of
camping from tent camping to backpacking and even canoe camping. She also has 5 years’
experience working in a Scout camp and other summer camps. This book is written with the tent
camper in mind. Tent camping differs from backpacking because you don’t have the weight
limitations you have when backpacking.You won’t find lots of recipes that use canned soup and
other highly processed ingredients. You will find one or two that use canned gravy but the use of
fresh ingredients is the primary focus.This book contains an interactive Table of Contents and
links to printable check lists. It is also well formatted with each recipe, prep times, cooking times
and number of servings on an individual page.Pick up your copy today and start planning your
next camping trip!IntroductionTips For Camping With KidsPlan Your Trip With Your KidsPrepare
Your Kids For CampingCreate MemoriesPlan Alternative ActivitiesMake Traveling FunA Few
Tips On Camping With InfantsHow To Build A CampfireHow To Make Fire StartersHow to
Choose FirewoodFire Building 101Planning Your Camping FoodGorp45 Camp Food
Preparation Tips & TricksHow To Manage Your CoolersFood Storage GuideCamping
ChecklistsKitchen Equipment ChecklistPantry Food Items ChecklistCooking MethodsOpen
Campfire CookingOpen Campfire Cooking Recipes:Fun Stuff On A StickGrillingSkewer
CookingBeef KabobsSirloin Steak KabobsTeriyaki KabobsChicken KabobsHawaiian Chicken
KabobsChicken Satay KabobsChicken and Biscuit KabobsPork KabobsSweet and Sour
Kielbasa KabobsGreek-Style Pork KabobsBacon Wrapped Mushroom KabobsSeafood
KabobsSweet and Spicy Shrimp KabobsSalmon Kabobs with Asian Flavored GlazeVeggie
KabobsGrilled Veggie Shish KabobsSummer Vegetable KabobsGrilled Thyme-Cumin Vegetable
KabobGrillingBurgers On The GrillBleu Cheese BurgersTeriyaki BurgersHoney Ranch
BurgersChile Rellenos BurgersMushroom Swiss BurgerPizza BurgersMediterranean Lamb
Burger With Greek SalsaAsian Pork BurgerSt. Thomas BurgerScallion Sesame Turkey
BurgerParmesan Chicken BurgersChicken Cordon Bleu BurgersSalmon BurgersTuna
BurgersSpicy Mexican Bean BurgerPortabella & Fontina Burger w/ Garlic MayoGrilled Eggplant
BurgerBeef On The GrillHow To Grill A SteakPigs in OrbitBeef FajitasGrilled Beef With
Chimichurri SauceJamaican Grilled SteaksMerlot Marinated Grilled BeefChicken On The



GrillGrilled Greek Chicken BreastsGrilled Chili-Lime ChickenGrilled Moroccan ChickenGrilled
BBQ ChickenChicken with Balsamic BBQ SauceBahamian BBQ ChickenAsian Style BBQ
ChickenPork On The GrillGrilled Pork ChopsGarlic-Rosemary Pork ChopsSuper Easy Greek
Pork TenderloinQuick and Easy Grilled Pork Chops Or ChickenGrilled Pineapple Pork
ChopsGrilled Honey Mustard Pork ChopsSeafood On The Grill

From the AuthorChef T enjoys cooking with garden-fresh or home-canned foods. She learned
to be a Gourmet cook at an early age. She lives in Kentucky with her cat Snowball and owns
The Amish Garden, a bakery and book distributor.
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IntroductionCamping is such fun. It’s one of the greatest times you can experience. There isn’t
anything quite like experiencing nature, smelling the smells, seeing wildlife, and just being
outside. Some of the most important parts of camping are the food and the campfire. The
campfire serves many purposes. It not only gives us a heat source with which we can cook our
food but a fire is a natural gathering spot, a place where memories are made. A campfire is also
relaxing entertainmentThis book has been written with tent campers in mind. Tent camping is
very different from backpacking because you don’t have the weight considerations. Tent
camping allows you to carry more gear plus you have the added advantage of being able to
pack your food in coolers. Backpacking limits you to what you’re able to carry. Backpackers eat a
great deal more freeze dried food than is necessary for you the tent camper.Charcoal grills are
by far the most popular way tent campers cook so I’ve written these recipes with that in mind. I
do think that if you want to experience camping to its fullest, you should attempt at least one
meal cooked on an open fire. It really is a fun experience. `I have never seen anyone use a gas
grill for cooking in a campsite but I’m sure it’s done. You can use these recipes on a gas grill as
well. Which brings me to Dutch ovens. It really surprises me to learn that most campers
have never heard of a Dutch oven. A Dutch oven can add another whole dimension to camp
cooking. They allow you to cook roasts and stews and it’s also possible to bake almost anything
in one. You can use them in one of two ways. You either dig a hole and sink the Dutch oven in it
or you bury a Dutch oven in the coals of a wood fire. Either way, it’s an outstanding tool for
creating memorable, delicious meals while camping. If you do a lot of camping, I would strongly
suggest you check out Dutch oven cooking. I will explain in greater detail how they work and how
it’s done later in this book.I think I’ve probably done more camping than the average person. My
camping experience began with my parents when I was about 3 or 4 years old. Every summer
we camped on my Uncle’s lake front property in a smelly, musty old canvas tent. I still remember
how that thing smelled. My Dad being the enterprising guy he was, I can only imagine where it
must have come from. I remember it as being dark green and made from heavy canvas. I can
only guess that it was perhaps old, very old, military surplus. It, unfortunately, was accompanied
by wooden framed cots that smelled as bad as the tent. My other great memory of those family
outings is eating hot watermelon that had rolled around in the trunk of the car for days. A few
years later my Dad and Uncle built a camp on that property and those early camping
experiences happily came to an end.It got better with time though. My Dad bought a new tent,
some new sleeping bags that were heavy flannel on the inside. They were supreme comfort for
me as a kid. We continued to camp well into my Jr.high school days in some pretty remote
areas.My 20s were a mixed bag of outdoor adventures. I did a lot of backpacking in those days.
Real backwoods stuff. There was one place we used to go where we caught a ride with the
logging trucks headed in that direction. They would take us 17 miles straight back into the woods
and drop us off and from there we would begin our travels on foot. It was SO beautiful.There was
a waterfall deep in the woods. It was probably 40’ or so high on an ice cold river. We always had
a great time jumping off it. Beautiful place. Great memories.Otherwise, I’ve climbed landslides



with an 80 pound pack, hiked across almost completely deserted island….well, almost deserted.
One time several friends and I ventured out in the wee hours, drove half way across the state,
caught a ferry which dropped us on an island some 2 hours later. It was hot and we were
packing everything we needed for a 2 week camping experience. We walked 7 1/2 miles to our
campsite and when we arrived we were met by the worst racket. It sounded like wild animals
were being maimed and tortured. We dropped our gear and hurried in the direction of the noise.
What we saw we could not quite believe. The source of the noise was about 25 teen aged girls
lined up in front of a portable toilet and they were screaming and howling with laughter as only
teenage girls can do and we could not believe what we had just gone through to reach the same
destination. Turns out, it was a school trip and there was a charter that put in on the back side of
the island. The rest of our stay was simply bucolic. Breathtakingly beautiful island off the coast of
Maine but our introduction truly was hysterical.In this same time frame, I worked for a wildly
eccentric and entertaining man. I was hired by him because I’m both a whitewater canoeist and a
professional Chef. Together we took groups of up to 25 people on 7 day canoe runs, and 7 day
hiking trips. We also took groups for retreats for R&R and days of simple day hikes’, more
leisurely canoe runs and exploration around the area. I guess it goes without saying I was the
chief cook and bottle washer. Those trips, especially the white water excursions had to be
planned with meticulous detail because we were many, many miles from anything that even
remotely resembled a store. I worked with him for 2 years.I’ve always camped. I always will
camp. I love wood fires and nature. I believe it’s my therapy. It keeps me grounded, mentally
healthy. I hope camping has the same effect on you!Tips For Camping With KidsIn many ways I
grew up as my Dad’s son since I didn’t have a brother and for many years was an only child. My
Dad was 40 when I was born so by the time I was old enough to tag along with him he was an
accomplished outdoorsman. I don’t remember a time that we didn’t camp, boat, canoe and fish
together. We also spent a lot of time on the ocean. I think having this in my life at an early age did
a lot to shape me as a person. I think I’m more independent, and less fearful of my surroundings
than many people. I was taught early on that I could trust my instincts and if need be, survive. I
have my Dad to thank for this. He knew a lot about survival in the outdoors and taught me a lot of
what he knew just by allowing me to spend quality time with him.I also spent 5 years as the Chef
in a Girl Scout Camp and watched 200 girls who ranged in age from 7 to 15 spend their
summers in the rustic setting of a primitive camp where they learned to be outdoors-----------------
(wo)men. They also learned trust and respect and were in a setting that built lifelong friendships,
character and self-confidence.That being said, I think you will be adding an extra dimension to
your kid’s character by teaching them to camp. Perhaps you don’t have the skills my Dad had
and maybe you don’t have access to the vast amount of wilderness we had but I think any
camping experience for a child is an incredibly worthwhile education.If you teach your kids to
camp it can also bring you back to the simplicity of nature. It increases your awareness of your
surroundings and can refresh your appreciation for the many things that so often go unnoticed. If
you live in a city it’s just an incredible experience to take a walk in the woods and just realize how



very different you feel once you relax and just let all the city noise wash away. Share this with
your kids.Many things are learned and experienced for the first time during each day in the life of
a child. It is so important to take the time to enjoy the journey of these new experiences with your
kids.In nature there are so many amazing things to discover. Camping can be a wonderful
adventure. Just think – the birds and animals, the plants and trees, the rocks, the streams and
ponds, the insects, the sounds, the weather, the wildflowers, and the many activities that can
provide so much excitement. The possibilities are endless! By planning successful, enjoyable
camping trips when your kids are young, you will set them on the path to a lifetime of outdoor
adventures.If you’re beginning to camp with kids as small as toddlers, I think an excellent way to
introduce them to a little bit of what they’ll experience on their first camping trip is to just drape
some blankets and/or sheets over some furniture and sit on a rug on the floor and talk about
what it’s going to feel like. Turn the lights off and use flashlights. Maybe you can also find a
camping book or two to read to them too.Another think I think is helpful is to get them some “kid
sized” gear like a backpack and a flashlight they can have as their own and learn to use before
you leave for your first camping trip. I think it’s very important for a child to own and know how to
use a flashlight.It will instill a certain level of confidence and security in them.It will take some
patience on your part but the payoff is so rewarding.Starting out very basic with toddlers can be
very important.Plan Your Trip With Your Kids Get your kids interested in your trip by getting
them involved. Discuss things with them and build their excitement and anticipation.Plan the
camping trip togetherDecide on places to go – consider interests, outdoor experience and your
kid’s ages.Pick activities to doPlan and shop for your mealsPrepare and pack the equipment and
suppliesTry a backyard campout before you go for the first timeTeach your kids how to set up a
tentTry some outdoor cookingExperience a night outdoors in the tent in sleeping bagsShow
them how to use some camping equipmentPlan a few activitiesLook at the sky and try to identify
constellationsListen to the many night sounds and see if you know what they are.Don’t forget to
bring special nighttime snacksTry to experience outdoor activities with your kidsGet them
familiar with the outdoors in order to eliminate their fearsTeach them about safety and to respect
natureTeach outdoor skills and outdoor ethicsCamp chores are actually fun for kids. They love
collecting firewood, filling water containers, hammering in tent stacks, camp cooking etc. It’s all
part of the fun!Make the camp chores extra fun – have contests for gathering the most kindling,
best camp cooking, and most organized gearPrepare Your Kids For Camping….Do some of the
following:Take a small day hike in the woods at a local parkVisit a nature centerGo fishing at a
local pond or streamTake an evening walkGo on a picnicRead related booksHave a scavenger
huntGo on a flashlight walkTake The Necessary Gear And SuppliesExtra clothing and shoes –
the kids will get wet and extremely dirtyWarm clothing – it may get chilly especially in the evening
so take clothes so they can dress in layers….Consider fleece or flannel PJs for little ones if
you’re heading into the mountains or desert.Insect repellent – consider time-release
formulasSunscreen – they’ll be outside all dayFirst aid kit – for those little accidentsRain gear –
keep them dry and warmToys, games, activities – you want to keep them busyFamiliar bedtime



items – pillows, blankets, stuffed animals, dolls etc.Flashlight/glow sticks – to help relieve
nighttime fearsSnacks – all this activity is going to make them hungryDrinks – avoid dehydration
due to heat and activity levelCreate MemoriesBring a camera with plenty of film/flash/extra
batteries, etc.Give each of your kids their own disposable camera.Capture your memories with
videoKeep a journalDescribe details about your trip and the activities you didDocument special
momentsInclude photosHave each family member write about their experienceSave crafts
etc.Plan Alternative ActivitiesFor bad weatherTo avoid boredom during down timesIf they dislike
a certain planned activity….Make sure everyone respects campground quiet hoursMake
Traveling FunDon’t travel a long distance and remember to stop frequentlyMake your trips short,
maybe two or three nightsTake toys and activities to keep them busyPlay car games such as
license plates, sign abc’s, sing etc.Take plenty of snacksBuild their excitement and
anticipation….Leave as many cell phones, electronic toys and video games, etc., as possible at
home.A Few Tips On Camping With InfantsUse jar baby food. It’s easy to pack. Be sure to buy
the smaller jars to cut down on leftovers or waste.Buy a brand of baby cereal that has the
formula or whole milk already in it…just add a little bottled water.Portion out cereal in small
plastic zip top bags or disposable containers and just add water.Buy formula in ready-to-drink
cans so you don’t have to add water.Buy 2% milk in tetra packs that don’t need to be refrigerated
until they’re openBuy toys at the dollar store. They will keep your kids occupied in the car and at
the campsite…simply throw them away if they get too dirty to take home.I’ve found that gear is
important. It’s important to remember small kids cannot carry as much so the adult of the group
will end up carrying the lion’s share of the gear. Over packing can really kill the fun!How To Build
A CampfireCamping just wouldn’t be the same without a campfire. A campfire evokes so many
emotions. It brings a sense of calm and comfort but it also speaks to the primal side of us.
There’s nothing quite like kicking back with good friends and family and just hanging out around
a fire. A fire is alive. It provides warmth but it also has a glorious smell, it crackles and pops while
the flames dance. Campfires provide a connection with nature, a time of reflection and a feeling
of peace. A campfire is mesmerizingA campfire is also an excellent cooking source. There’s
nothing quite like the smell of a campfire when combined with the aroma of fresh coffee
percolating away next to bacon, eggs and home fries sizzling in a pan to start the day off
right.You’ve never built a campfire? Well, there are some tricks to successful fire building and
since I’m a fire wielder from way back, I thought I’d walk you through fire building 101.Most
campgrounds have readymade fire pits. If this is the case with your chosen camping area you
can skip the ground clearing and rock gathering steps but otherwise, basic fire building skills are
the same if you’re building in a fire pit or building a fire in a wood stove.Today it is possible to go
to almost any hardware store, home supply store,etc. and buy fire starters if you’re not confident
in your fire building abilities. You just break a small piece off the loaf and place your tinder on top
of it along with a crumpled sheet of newspaper or two, light it and you’re almost guaranteed to
build a successful fire. Just remember that in order to be successful, a campfire needs air to get
going so don’t crowd your fire-starting materials.How To Make Fire StartersIf you want to be



adventurous you can make your own fire starters but you’ll need to plan ahead. First you need to
save up a few cardboard egg containers, some dryer lint, sawdust or pinecones and a bunch of
old candles or you can just buy paraffin wherever canning supplies are sold. In a pinch, if you
don’t have egg cartons, you can use small, 2 ounce paper cups.SuppliesThe items you will need
for making fire starters are:1 paper egg cartonOld candles or paraffinan old pan that you will only
be using for this or you can use a clean #10 can which are usually available free from any
commercial kitchen.Kindling (sawdust, dryer lint or crushed pine cones)Large sheet of Wax
paperHeat Source (stove top, hot plate, etc.)PreparationPut the wax in the pan or can and turn
the heat on low. Remember wax is flammable. If you heat it too much it can burst into flames.
Low and slow are the keywords here. Caution.Once the wax has melted, I dump in my dryer lint
and stir it with a long stick. Then I use the same stick to guide the mixture into the egg carton. I
let it dry overnight and break them up.Alternately, you can just pack your egg carton cups full of
dryer lint, saw dust or crushed pine cones and pour the wax over.You can safely melt wax in a
crockpot and the way to clean it afterward is to boil water on the stove, fill the slow cooker to the
top with boiling water, unplug it and let it sit overnight. As the water cools the wax will rise to the
top and solidify. If there’s a lot you can save it for your next batch of fire starters or just
discard.How to Choose FirewoodDifferent types of wood burn differently. Wood like pine and
alder burn hot. Oak, beech and maple are very dense wood so they also burn hot but very
slowly. A little apple wood added to your fire will delight and enchant your kids because its
flames burn in colors.Woods like Mesquite, Hickory and some of the fruit and nut woods are
used sparingly because they impart strong flavors to food as it cooks. Some people object to
pine as a cooking wood because of the bitter flavor it sometimes imparts.The most important
rule to remember in gathering firewood, no matter what type of wood it is, is to make sure it’s
dead and dry or “seasoned”. Wet and green wood simply will not burn. Wood that’s still alive or
water logged will be considerably harder to light, if you can get it to light at all and will create a
fire with lots of smoke and much less heat than seasoned wood.HardwoodsAs a generalization
for the purpose of gathering wood for a campfire, the easiest way to identify hardwoods is by leaf
type. Hardwood trees typically have broad leaves. Think of the type of leaves you’d see falling off
the trees in the fall. Many species of trees, including oak, maple, beech and ash fall into this
group.In general, hardwoods are considered superior for maintaining a fire. They burn hotter and
more steadily. Additionally, they tend to give off less smoke than other wood types, which is
useful unless you’re trying to smoke something. The only real drawback of hardwoods, however,
is that they tend to light relatively slowly but you can overcome this by starting your fire off by
using softwoods.SoftwoodsYou can also identify softwoods by their “leaf” shape because they’re
typically needles. Pine trees, firs, spruces, and most other general evergreens fall into this
category. Typically, this type of wood burns hotter and more quickly than hardwood but you gain
less heat from it. Softwood also tends to smoke more than hardwood, which might be useful for
the purpose of meat smoking. The one true advantage that softwood has, though, is that it lights
very quickly due to its lighter density. For this reason, softwoods make excellent kindling for any



fire, even ones with hardwood logs.Keep these points in mind when you go on a hunt for
firewood. The principles are the same whether you’re hunting in the forest or the wood yard for
firewood, That is, the best general purpose campfires have softwood kindling, hardwood logs,
and are made entirely from dry, dead wood. If you’re able to find wood with all these qualities, it’s
pretty well guaranteed that your campfire will be a success.Fire Building 101Choose a level spot
without any overhanging trees. Make sure it’s away from tents, vehicles and anything else that’s
a potential fire hazard.Clear the area of all debris.Collect some large head sized rocks and
construct a fire ring. This should be about 3 to 5 feet in diameter depending on its use. If your fire
is strictly for cooking it can be smaller than it needs to be if you’re planning a bonfire.Have a
bucket of water, shovel and a fire extinguisher nearby in case of emergency and for putting the
fire out at the end of the night.Gather wood and stack in separate piles away from fire area. Do
not use green or freshly cut wood. It probably won’t burn and if it does it will only create a large
amount of smoke.There are three different kinds of wood needed for a successful
campfireTinder – small twigs, wood shavings, dry leaves or grass, dry needles, bark or dryer
lint. This should start to burn immediately with a lighted match. This is where your fire starters
come into play.Kindling – small sticks 1″ in diameter or lessFuel – larger wood that keeps the fire
going. If you’re going to a populated campground you may want to consider buying firewood and
taking it with you. Often downed limbs, branches, etc. suitable for your needs is very scarce or
altogether nonexistent.These are the necessary elements required for a fire to burn properly.
When one of these three things is removed, the fire stops burning. Example – Water cools fuel
below ignition point, dirt cuts off the oxygen supply.Fuel-material that will burnHeat-enough heat
to bring fuel to ignitionAir-to provide oxygen so fire will burn.Start with a couple hands full of
tinder loosely piled in the center of your fire ring. If you’re using a fire starter, sink it into the tinder.
If you’re using crumpled newspaper, put it underneath everything.Place 4 or 5 pieces of kindling
over your tinder, remembering to leave a lot of space for air circulation. Stack it around the tinder
in such a way that it will catch the flames as they rise but not touching the tinder.With your back
to the wind and match protected by the cup of your hand, ignite tinder with a match. Discard
used match into the fire. Butane grill lighters are excellent for this too.(I use my propane torch for
this but you have to be careful to stand the torch upright and away from anything flammable
once you’ve used it because it takes a while for the tip to cool. You also need to store it well away
from the fire.)You can add more tinder slowly. You may need to blow softly at the base of the
fire.Once the tinder has fully started to burn, slowly add some more smaller pieces of kindling.
Keep it close together but allow ample space for air.Gradually increase the size of the kindling
you add to the fire.When you have a good fire going, add the fuel one piece at a time as
described below. Allow for adequate air flow.If you find yourself in a real jam and nothing is
working, if all else fails, add some corn chips to your tinder!Types of FiresTepee Fire – good for
quick cooking since the heat is concentrated in one spot. Lean your firewood over your kindling
in a tepee shape.Crisscross Fire – good for a long lasting fire with a lot of coals. Excellent for a
campfire. Lay the fuel over the kindling in a crisscross pattern.Be Safe With FireNEVER build a



fire near tents or other flammable items.NEVER use flammable fluids such as gas or charcoal
starter fluid to start a fire.NEVER leave fire unattended.Build a fire only as big as you need.Make
sure to completely extinguish fire.Scatter ashes or embers out, keeping them inside your fire
ring.Sprinkle with water. Stir with a stick. Repeat.Drench charred logs.Repeat until everything is
cold.If you plan to use your campfire for grilling, you don’t want to try to do this until the flames
have died down and the fire has burned down to hot coals. Small flames are fine from time to
time but it’s the embers that do the cooking.Start your fire well in advance of when you plan to
eat because, unlike charcoal, it can take a wood fire an hour or more to reach a stage for optimal
cooking.Worst case scenario, you can always add more wood and wait for things to burn down
again.If you think you’ve waited too long and your fire seems to be losing strength and burning
out, take a long stick and stir your embers. This will add air and get things going again.A well
laid, ready to cook fire should look something like this:Image Credit Creative Commons
elidukeEnjoy your campfire!I grew up with a saying. I don’t know its origin.White man builds his
fires too big and walks too loud in the woods!Planning Your Camping FoodAdvance planning is
essential for a successful camping trip and your meals and menus are critical. Start planning
your menus as far in advance as possible. If you do a lot of camping or even if you camp
infrequently, I suggest you buy a notebook and keep it as your camping planner. List your
camping trips in it along with the meals you’ve prepared. After your trip, make notations of what
worked for you and what didn’t. If you keep these records, each time you go camping, you can
refer to your notes, refine your menus and soon you’ll be a camping pro!There is one point I
absolutely cannot stress enough. Make sure you plan for ample amounts of food. Everyone eats
more when they’re camping.This is how I prepare for a camping trip. I do this religiously and I’ve
fed as many as 30 starving canoeists with this system.I make a chart of sorts that shows all the
meals and snacks we’ll be eating. I list the menu and then a list of ingredients needed for each
meal under each mealI then take some zip top bags in varying sizes, some labels and a marker
and go to town. First, I take a gallon zip top bag and label one for every meal we’ll be eating
while camping. I then take smaller zips top bags and pre-measure my ingredients. For example,
I’ll use a snack size bag and measure all my dry spices into it. Next, I’ll take a larger bag and
measure dry ingredients such as rice, bread crumbs, pancake mix or other dry ingredients into it.
When I’ve measured all my dry ingredients for a meal, I pack them all into the labeled gallon zip
top bag and place the bag in a tote. If I’m using something like canned tuna for that meal, I put
the cans in the gallon zip top bag too. Having this kind of an organized system really cutsdown
on meal preparation time once you’re at your campsite. If you spend less time fumbling around
looking for your ingredients, there will be more play time for the cook!I continue this system with
cooler items too. For example, if I’ve made chili at home and frozen it, it’s not only clearly labeled
with the day and mealtime I plan to serve it but I also set up a corresponding zip top bag which
contains items such as grated cheese and sour cream or other items I plan to serve with it. It is
also clearly labeled with the day and meal.If you’re planning to use hard vegetables such as bell
peppers, onions or celery, you can also chop, dice or chunk them depending on your recipe, and



pack those in a zip top bag. I don’t recommend doing this for meals more than a day or two out
as the veggies will begin to lose quality. Also, you can’t pre-chop raw potatoes because they will
oxidize and turn black however; you can prepare cooked potatoes for home fries or other
uses.Another real campsite labor saving tip is to make chili, soups or stews at home and freeze.
This becomes even more of a time saver if you freeze food in large coffee cans or gallon #10 can
which are usually available free from most commercial kitchens. Once frozen, they’ll keep your
cooler cold and you can fill large coffee cans with chili, stew or soup, and freeze. It adds to the
coldness of the food in your cooler and you can just set the cans at the edge of the campfire to
heat, right in the can! Serve up in bowls and then dispose of the can sensibly. No big pots to
wash and worry about!Another time saver is to brown ground beef, and freeze it in a freezer bag.
Throw it in the cooler and then warm it up in a pan over a fire or on a grill. This is especially good
for tacos or taco salads. You just bring along your shells or tortillas and desired toppings! This
makes a really fast meal. This is a handy way to make sloppy joe filling too! You’ll find my recipe
for sloppy joes below or you can use your favorite!Wash, trim and pack all your meat in zip top
bags and freeze before putting in cooler. This will keep other foods colder longer and your meat
will stay fresher.A couple more time savers to add to your camping prep list are to brown ground
beef or Italian sausage if you’re planning to make spaghetti sauce or lasagna. Also, hard boiled
eggs come in handy for many things. You can add them to salads, have them on hand to make
egg salad sandwiches or just eat them for snacks!Gorp is another make ahead at home time
saver, especially if you have kids. Gorp is merely a fun word for trail mix and it’s thought to be an
acronym for "Good Old Raisins and Peanuts," though there is much room for debate. You just
mix it up and portion it into zip top bags so you have a healthy snack ready at your fingertips.
There aren’t any hard and fast rules for making Gorp, It’s mostly a combination of whatever suits
your taste buds and fits your wallet. It should; however, be a mixed bag of sweet and salty
flavors. You can use just about anything. Try M&Ms, white chocolate chips, cereals, any dried
fruit, and even dried chili peppers if there aren’t any little ones around! Here are a few
combinations to get your creative juices flowing:Basic Gorp2 ounces whole shelled (unpeeled)
almonds2 ounces unsalted dry-roasted peanuts1 ounce dried cranberries1 ounce chopped,
pitted dates1 ounce chocolate chipsTastefully Fruity2 ounces dried mangoes2 ounces dried
blueberries2 ounces dried tart Michigan cherries2 ounces smoked almonds2 ounces beer nuts3
ounces white chocolate coins3 ounces dark chocolate coinsHeart Healthy1 part almonds1 part
corn nuts1 part dried bananas1 part other dried fruit1 part Wheat Chex cereal or Goldfish
pretzelsCinnamon1 1-pound, 14-ounce jar dry-roasted peanuts1 or 2 141/2-ounce bags Crispy
M&M's1 or 2 9-ounce bags Dole CinnaRaisins ®Breakfast Cuppa1 cup cashews1 cup flaked
coconut1 cup chocolate-covered coffee beansSpicy Gorp with Indian SeasoningsThis one does
require a small amount of baking but it’s SO worth the extra effort if you love spicy food!-Sprinkle
a handful of this crispy heat over pasta to add a kick.2 tablespoons vegetable oil2 cups Rice
Krispies cereal2 cups raisin bran cereal1/4 cup sliced, dried jalapeno peppers1/2 cup raisins1
cup cashew halves1/2 teaspoon salt2 tablespoons sugar1 tablespoon chili powderPreheat oven



to 250°F. In a large skillet over low heat, warm the oil. Add both cereals and brown, stirring
constantly. Remove from heat and spread onto a cookie sheet. Bake for 30 minutes. Remove
from oven, add remaining ingredients, and mix well. Yield: 6 cups.45 Camp Food Preparation
Tips & TricksTo judge the temperature of a fire, carefully hold your hand, palm side down, over
the fire at cooking height. Count the number of seconds you can hold that position and you will
have an idea of how hot the fire temperature is:5 seconds = low4 seconds = medium3 seconds
= medium-high2 seconds = highYou won’t think this will work until you try it. If you need to clean
messy BBQ grills, use 1/2 an onion to scrape off grease and burnt on food pieces. You use the
1/2 onion like you would a scouring pad. Coat the outside of your camp cooking pots with liquid
dish soap or bar soap before putting them on the fire. This makes the soot clean off easily! You
won’t believe how well this works until you try it.Pack plenty of heavy duty aluminum foil for your
camping trips. You’ll find so many uses for it. Foil packet cooking is an excellent way to cook on
an open fire but you can also use it to make sauce pans, lids, bowls, and even water bowls for
your pets! It also makes a decent stand in for a pot scrubber if you crumple it into a loose
ball.Use powdered milk for cooking on camping trips, as it is easier to store, lighter to carry and
cheaper than regular milk. If you’re pre portioning your meals at home before your trip, just
combine it with your pancake mix before leaving home and substitute water for the milk in the
field.To cook hamburgers more evenly, have them relatively flat and not burned on the edges
and raw in the middle, make a tiny hole (about the size your index finger will fit through) in the
middle of your burgers. While your burgers are grilling, the hole in the middle will disappear but
the center will be cooked to the same degree of doneness as the edges.Instead of taking eggs
in the carton, crack them at home and put into a hard sided re-usable water bottle. This prevents
eggs from breaking and ending up all over your cooler. Shake the bottle to break up the yolks
and pour straight into a hot pan for scrambled eggs. If you don’t shake it up, you can pour them
out yolk by yolk for sunny side eggs but it takes a little practice.Put a pan or an old large coffee
pot filled with water on the fire while you eat so it’ll be hot and ready for cleanup when you’ve
finished eating. When barbecuing chicken, grill the chicken without the sauce until it is halfway
cooked, then coat with sauce. The sauce won’t burn onto the chicken and your meal will be more
flavorful.An excellent but simple way to cook any meat is to cut it into kabob sized pieces,
marinate in teriyaki marinade, wrap in bacon, thread on a skewer and grill. This is also an
excellent way to cook shrimp.……and speaking of skewers, if you’re using bamboo skewers on
the grill, soak them in water for 20 minutes before using. This prevents them from burning. Cook
on or over coals (either wood or charcoal).If using a wood fire this is accomplished by letting
your fire burn down to coals. Coals provide a more steady, even heat without the smoke. Avoid
burning your food and avoid undercooked food in the middle. Add a few ice cubes to aluminum
foil dinners or vegetable packets to prevent them from burning and to keep them moist.Use
convenience or instant foods for quick meals.Although I’m not a big fan of convenience foods,
Zatarain’s makes an excellent Jambalaya mix you can easily dress up with some sautéed bell
pepper, onions and smoked sausage, chicken and/or shrimp. They also make some bean and



rice mixes that are good. Knorr is another company that makes mixes that are of good quality.
Near East is another company whose products I really like. We all have our favorites. Those are
just my suggestions.Of course, there are always ramen noodles. Pita bread packs better and
stays in better shape while camping than regular type breads. To keep marshmallows from
sticking together, add a little powdered sugar to the bag. Brand name marshmallows are less
likely to stick together. Instead of packing sticks or tubs of butter or margarine, try squeeze
margarine. This squeeze bottle is much easier and cleaner to use when in the woods. It is also
great for cooler temperatures. If it gets too hard, simply place the bottle in a pot of warm water for
a few minutes. I also use extra virgin olive oil for many things. On your last day of camp, use your
leftover meats and vegetables to make omelets or an egg scramble for breakfast. You can use
almost any ingredient in omelets. This way you won’t have to take the leftovers home with you.
Cover pots whenever cooking outdoors. Food will cook faster and you will save on fuel. It also
helps keep dirt and insects out of your food.Apply oil on camp grill to keep foods from sticking.
Use fireproof cooking equipment. Keep handles away from extreme heat and flames. You can
also wrap non-fireproof pot handles in a couple of layers of aluminum foil to keep them from
burning.…Save an empty laundry detergent container that has a spigot on it for dispensing
detergent. Rinse it out very well and fill with water. Tie a roll of paper towels to the handle as well
as a bar of soap in an old sock, making sure the string on the sock is long enough to rub your
hands with it under the water. It makes an excellent hand washing station especially if you are
camping with kids. To keep matches dry – dip stick matches in wax and when needed, scrape
off the tip of the match and light. Also keep matches in a waterproof container. If you pack
matches at all, consider buying the strike on the box variety, especially if you have kids. An entire
box of strike anywhere matches can ignite just from being dropped. Be very careful with gas
canisters. Keep upright at all times. Store them outside in a well-ventilated area. Check for
leakage by putting soap liquid on all connections. Turn off when not in use. To avoid unwanted
visits from animals, keep food stored away from your campsite or hang above ground level. This
is critically important in bear country. To keep soap clean at your campsite, put it in a sock and
hang from a tree.To save room when packing your camp kitchen, use your pots as mixing
bowls. Heavy duty aluminum foil bags take up little room and are great for mixing vegetables
and meats together for easy cooking and easy clean-up. Disposable water bottles make great
dispensers for salad dressings, oils and sauces. To easily remove burnt on food from your skillet
or pan, simply add a drop or two of dish soap and enough water to cover bottom of pan and
bring to a boil. Use a leather/suede work glove or a woodstove/fireplace glove as an oven mitt
instead of pot holders. This is especially important if you’re sensitive to heat. Wood fires are
HOT! Another tool I always take and find incredibly useful is a pair of channel locks, they’re
excellent for moving pots around the grill and make grabbing things like foil wrapped food a
snap. In case you don’t know, Channel Locks are pliers with long handles and a wide jaw. They
look like this:Image Credit Creative Commons their Put a rope through the paper towel tube. Tie
ends together. Loop over slat in picnic table or from a low limb If you are truly into outdoor



camping, invest in a vacuum sealing system. Without air, bacteria doesn’t grow (as fast) and
cold foods seem to keep better. Prepare individual servings in airtight bags so you only open
what you need. For frozen items, individual servings defrost faster than large portions. Since the
bags are reusable, use them for your litter. They are also lighter than cans. Finally, the bags are
thicker than other storage bags and will help cut down, if not eliminate food odors.How To
Manage Your Coolers…You’ll need at least two coolers. Designate one for drinks and use the
other for food storage. Make a small investment in an appliance thermometer to make sure
your coolers stay at the proper temperatures. Refrigerated food needs to stay below 40°F. and
frozen foods need to be at 0°F. or below. Chill your cooler for at least 30 minutes before filling it
with food.…Pack the food you’ll be using first on top and try to keep your food arranged by
meals to cut down on opening and rearranging the contents of your cooler.-…Know what you
need to get out of your food cooler before you open the lid. Get everything you’ll need for one
meal at one time. This will help keep your food colder longer.…Try to store your coolers in a
shady spot or if you have a cool spot, keep them in your vehicle.….If you’re planning a long trip,
split your food into two coolers. Fill one with the food you’ll need for the first part of the trip and
the other for the second part of the trip. Seal it shut with duct tape and don’t open the second
one except to check on your ice. Replenish your ice often. Keep your food cold at all times to
avoid food spoilage and food poisoning. Block ice will last longer than cubed ice but you can
also fill milk jugs or soda bottles with water or juice and freeze. I prefer to use quart milk
containers. A square container takes up less space and you can place them in the cooler where
needed. The additional advantage to this is the water, as it thaws, remains in the containers so
your food doesn’t end up in standing water. You can also freeze your own block ice in heavy duty
zip top freezer bags. Fill almost full, and freeze flatAll items in your cooler should be packed in
watertight bags or containers. To remove odors from your cooler, wipe with a water and baking
soda solution.…Keep a big heavy duty tarp and lashing cord handy to cover your kitchen area if
it rains. Just rig up your roof and wait it out. Be a responsible camper. Pack out everything you
packed it. Don’t leave trash and other debris behind. Leave your campsite as clean or cleaner
than you found it! We thank you for this!Food Storage Guide The chart below lists safe food
storage times for food kept in a cooler at 40°F. or below. These times do not apply to frozen
foods which will last much longer. If you began your camping trip with frozen foods, it’s best to
apply these times to it as well because it’s difficult to keep food frozen in a cooler and it’s hard to
know for sure when the food became fully thawed.Butter1 to 2 weeksMargarine4 to 6
monthsCottage, Ricotta
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H. M. Johnson III, “Great food. Pretty good menu items... quick and tasty. It's not ultra light by any
means, but I wouldn't think that it would be. Haven't tried them all but most look worth trying.
Thanks to the Chef!Hersh”

no name, “well worth download. Lots of ideas included. I ordered this book for more ideas on
duty oven cooking and foil packets. It seems to have several good ideas. Hope to try them out
next camping trip.”

Deana S. Wood, “Now Just Waiting For Summer!. Easy, simple recipes for camping using basic
everyday ingredients. When we go camping we want to eat good food but I don't want to spend
my vacation cooking the whole time, either. I have earmarked several of these to try the next time
we go. The instructions are clear as well. Thanks!”

Patsy Summerlot, “Very impressed!. I was impressed with the recipes and tips! Looking forward
to trying them. If winter ever gets over here! Thanks”

The book by Kate Rosetti has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 7 people have provided feedback.
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